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Clinton Twins Rethink the SAT
BY: MAYA RADER

With their free SAT prep-course,
Isabella and Cecille Graham are resisting
the SAT’s for-profit culture and “giving the
power back to the students,” explained Isabella.
These twin sisters, who joined the
Clinton community as seniors this year, cofounded HACK (Helping Acquire College
Knowledge), a free SAT prep program. It
seeks to take advantage of the free studying resources available online to make
higher scores more accessible.
The pair started the program
while living in Chicago last year. After
studying on their own with free resources
and scoring in the top one percent, they
wanted to share their knowledge with others. They began their first HACK class at
their school in January of last year. They
hoped to expand to other lower-income
Chicago schools in their senior year but
moved to New York instead.
They left another student in
charge of expanding in Chicago and took a
branch of HACK to New York with them.
Isabella explained, “We have Clinton, and
we’re emailing other schools [in New
York] to start it there too this fall.” They
also reached out to top-scoring students in

Word on the Street
What’s Different For
You This Year?
Madeleine
Chapman

Ninth Grade
Class discussions. I like
how the tables are more
grouped together.

Denise
Demaliaj

Twelfth Grade
I feel more confident
about all of the work
because I know the
expectations.

Ms. Justine
Wallace

Student Teacher
It’s been a really eyeopening experience
to feel like I’m really
on-track to reaching
my potential.
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Get to know two teachers new to
Clinton this year, Ms. Dikes and
Mr. Almonte. In this exclusive
interview, they answer questions
about their interests, favorite parts
of teaching, and sage advice for
their students.

Is JumpRope
Right For
Clinton?
See editorial on page 7

Club Fair
Brings New and
Returning Clubs
BY: BENEDICT YU

could be a 5.3, or 5.2. It will allows students
to sort of process it, understand it, and to feel
more comfortable with what they opportunities are, and having a system that really allows them to show growth.”
Some students are okay with this
transition, amongst many others, that Clinton has made in the past four years since it
has moved to a new building.
“I haven’t used JumpRope yet,
maybe it will be better, and I heard there
were a lot of issues with the weight of the
grades, and the way Jupiter was determining things. So if JumpRope is fixing those
things, then I’m all for it, as long as it’s not
too complicated to use,” 12th-grader Shannon Coyle said.
Others feel that this change could
present problems to Clinton’s student body.
“We got Jupiter and why would
we want to change from that?” Tenth grader
Ava Mitkevich asked.
Clinton students also worry about
the fact that JumpRope will no longer be

Students join clubs and extracurriculars for recreation or career planning.
Whatever the case, there’s always something that entices a particular group of
people.
On Friday, September 14, during
5 and 7 period, students joined many of the
clubs Clinton has to offer. Students signed
up for the clubs for many reasons, whether
they were interested in what the club had
to offer or just wanted to spend more time
with friends. While many of Clinton’s veteran clubs appeared at the club fair, some
new clubs were also present.
One of the new clubs, the Robotics Club, was founded this year by a couple of Clinton sophomores. Tenth grader
Aden Grant, one of the presidents of the
Robotics Club, explained, “We want to
try and bring home a medal from one of
these tournaments; I feel like that’s one
of our major goals.”
Ms. Amanda Reyes, new Clinton club coordinator, commented on the
Robotics Club, “They’re looking for any
sponsors or organizations that they can
use to do any competitions in, and I think
it’s really cool.”
While most of Clinton’s new
clubs were created mainly for recreation,
some of them were created to make large
steps in career planning. Eleventh grader
Jason Panay, president of the Business
Club, explained the club would be for
students who are interested in majoring
in business and having a little fun in the
process.
“There’s also going to be a lot of
focus around fundraising for other clubs,
so we’re going to work, and help, and try
to use things we learn like data analysis
and stuff like that so we can apply it to
helping other clubs fundraise,” Panay further commented.
Ms. Britt Goodman, the IB film
teacher and one of the club coordinators,
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Omigod You Guys! It’s Time For
2019 UG Musical

Already this year, many students
are tired of being at Clinton. Seniors come to school tired and with
negative attitudes. Here are some
reasons you should think more
positively about your last year in
high school.

It’s time for third annual upper
grades musical, Legally Blonde!
Auditions will be held in October,
and it will show in winter. What do
students think about this musical
choice?

Maya Rader // Clinton staff

Miami and California to start branches of
HACK in their home states.
One of the main goals of HACK
is “everyone can increase if you put in the
work,” said Cecille.
The twins didn’t get high scores
from the get-go. Isabella stated, “We
started at a range that so many other
kids at this school, at every other school
we’ve been to, have.” But, after putting

in the work, they saw results. Isabella
noted that their growth shatters one of
the myths surrounding the SAT: students
“think it’s IQ or grade-related, like okay
I got a 900, I must be a 900-type of kid,
that’s where I max out. And they don’t
get that if you put in the hours you will
see results.”

SEE PAGE 2

Clinton “Jump Ropes”
Away From Jupiter
BY: VIOLA HSIA
This year, Clinton has made the
decision to switch from Jupiter Grades, a
grading system they have used for years, to
a new system known by the name of JumpRope.
“JumpRope is an online grading
system similar to Jupiter Grades, with the
explicit goal of allowing schools and students to be measured based on standards,”
Vice Principal Matt Greenawalt explained.
Clinton has made the decision to
switch from Jupiter to JumpRope on the basis that JumpRope is easily adjustable to the
IB’s one through seven scale, but the school
has also made the decision to do what is
known as a standard-based grading: a method that measures the areas of strength and
growth in a student with outcomes, rather
than percentages, which were more commonly used by Clinton in the past.
“A student should be measured
on their ability to show understanding and
growth on a certain content,” Greenawalt
said, “It’s not going to be a 95, or a 93. It

NEWS, PAGE 5
Eleventh Grade
Thoughts on New Year
This year brings along an exciting
IB program for the Class of 2020.
The staff have aided students by
explaining the program in further
detail and assisting students where
they might have confusion.
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Club Fair Showcases the New and Returning Clubs
FROM PAGE 1

Havah Bernstein // Clinton staff

CLUB FAIR | Club leaders man booths set up to recurit new students during the club fair.

also has an outline for fundraising. “If one
club wants to do a Clinton t-shirt and another club does a t-shirt at the same time,
then it’s like dueling Clinton t-shirts,”
Ms. Goodman explained. “Then the entire school is divided by which club shirt
they’re going to promote.”
Panay also expressed interest in
participating in Clinton’s merchandising.
The Bracelet-Making Club,
which was founded for recreational and
charitable reasons, also received some
members this year. Rachel Starr, one of
the leaders of the Bracelet-Making Club,
commented, “I hope that we’ll be successful in making really good bracelets and
we’ll be able to donate them.”
According to Ms. Tracy Schaffzin,
one of the school counselors, no freshmen
have created any new clubs this year.
“We think they need to be here
a little bit and decide what their interests are and what their needs are in this

school,” Ms. Schaffzin explained. “But
we have kids from sophomore [classes],
really the seniors are the most involved
because they’ve been here the longest and
they’ve been building clubs since the start
of the high school.”
Ms. Schaffzin also stated that
there are some plans for a spring club fair,
giving freshmen the opportunity to create
new clubs.
Ms. Goodman remarked that she
would be open to helping out with clubs
and activities, especially the ones in theater and film.
On the topic of gender equality in this year’s musical, Ms. Goodman
also commented, “I encourage everyone
to audition, most importantly, people who
identify as male.”
Ms. Goodman and Ms. Reyes
also plan to create a “clubhouse” or “student life center” in room 510 where clubs
can store their things, coordinate club activities, or consult them for extracurricular-related subjects.

Clinton Twins Rethink the SAT
FROM PAGE 1

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

According to the twins, another
problem with the SAT is the abundance of
misinformation and ineffective resources.
To find the best resources, they compared
questions in recommended prep books to
previous SATs. Isabella said, “We’d see
types of questions and compare it to old
SATs and say, ‘this literally never pops
up’. Like in the past three years, it has
never been asked. So why is Kaplan making me study this?”
Cecille explained, “We found
out that there really is a business built
around the SAT. Tutors, books, websites,
so much content that you have to pay for
and it’s not really working towards the
kids getting a better score, it’s just a business.”
To join a HACK course, email
Cecille and Isabella at collegeknowledge.nyc@gmail.com or visit their website, hack-college.com.

Clinton “Jump Ropes” Away from Jupiter

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

JUMP ROPE | A student checks their grades on JumpRope, Clinton’s new grade-sharing platform.

FROM PAGE 1
showing the percentages that many have
associated with their grades, especially
when the rest of the world, whether it’s
colleges or job offers, still work off a per-

centage-based system.
“I think we as a society value
good grades so heavily, that to remove
that, it doesn’t make it less stressful, it
just makes it vague and hard to navigate,”
Tenth grader Audrey Loverro stated,

“You’re not removing the stress of doing
well, you’re just making it harder to understand if you are doing well.”
Many in Clinton will also miss
Jupiter Grades, the system that Clinton
students have become acquainted with

as a gradebook and communication medium.
“Jupiter was very straightforward, your grade was what it was, there
was an ease of messaging, students sort of
knew how to Jupiter Message back [and
forth with their teachers]. With JumpRope
that’s not as easy, because it’s more of an
online gradebook, not a messaging service,” Mr. Greenawalt said.
Students have also stated missing the familiarity they have had with Jupiter.
“I know how to use it and am
very familiar with it, so I think I’m going
to miss that familiarity and the easiness
of just logging in and knowing where everything is,” Coyle said.
There is still plenty of work to
do, not only teaching the school how to
use JumpRope, but also in explaining
how this will be affecting students’ education.
“If Clinton’s going to change
their entire grading system, they need to
first take into consideration how students
feel, and how to help them with that,”
Loverro said. “There’s so much communication that is lost, and you just feel like
they [the faculty] are talking at you rather
than with you.”
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The Teachers’ Lounge
Spotlight on Mr. Almonte and Ms. Dikes

Ms. Dikes
INTERVIEW BY:
IZZIE FELL

wouldn’t have thought of. I really enjoy
getting to hear different approaches and
ways of thinking about things.

What has your experience as a teacher
been like so far? Where have you previously worked?
I previously worked at the Baccalaureate
School for Global Education in Astoria. I
worked at that school for thirteen years,
and I also worked at Beacon for one year.
Similar to Clinton, Baccalaureate School
for Global Education was a young high
school, so I feel it gave me good insight
in what a new and growing high school is
like.

Have you always been interested in history and global politics? Do you have a
personal preference on which topic you
enjoy teaching more?
Yes, I have always been interested in the
topics; my undergraduate major was history, and I have always been politically
aware and involved. I taught history for 14
years and I’ve been teaching global politics
for a week, so I’d have to say history is my
favorite for now.

In your teaching past what has been the
most rewarding part of your job?
I think the best part of teaching is hanging out with cool people. I always find that
I learn from students; I feel like they offer perspectives on things that I otherwise

What are some of your hobbies? What
kind of things do you like to do on your
day off?
Lately I’ve really enjoyed using my movie
pass. It’s 10 dollars for the year and you
can see one movie a day! So I’ve been see-

ing a lot of movies! I’m also quite interested in still life photography, I like to do it
at home for fun.
Do you have any advice for your students this year? Either about life in general, your class, or both?
I would say try to think about the present,

particularly for 11th graders. I feel like a
lot of the time 11th-grade is all about preparing for the next thing, and making sure
you’re prepared for what’s next. Both the
students and the teachers end up not always
being present or focused. Try to remember
when you focus on the present, things can
be good and fun!

Mr. Almonte
INTERVIEW BY:
COLETTE
BERNHEIM

young people.

The IB curriculum has been
expanding, requiring an expansion of staff as well. Mr.
Almonte, a new addition
to the Clinton staff as 11thgrade IB Biology teacher,
told me a bit about the course
itself as well as the role science plays in society.
Was a career in science and biology a career you always wanted?
I wanted to be a scientist and I started a PhD
in biochemistry. I had done research before
that, I had done research after that; this past
summer I did stem cell research, and I’ll be
going back to Columbia next year to complete my research. I love science and always
wanted to be part of it somehow. I decided
to become a teacher in science because I
didn’t want to get into the pharmaceutical
industry. But I wanted to convey my love for
science and the problems I have with science
in terms of the history of unethical research.
And I thought that I could make an impact
by teaching science from that perspective to

What could you see yourself doing if not for science?
I like history a lot, so I could
see myself being a historian
or a writer or something like
that. I guess I feel like I do
that anyway by following
the news and reading historical books. I consider myself an activist, so
a lot of what I do outside of work is protest.
Especially since I think we’re living in a moment where it’s important that people stand
up to to hate, injustice, and inequality. We
need as many people as possible to do that, so
I feel like it’s my responsibility for myself to
do that and to encourage other people to stand
up for what’s right.
How does teaching an IB course compare
to teaching a regular science course?
That’s a good question. I’ve taught IB for five
years now, so I will say that there is a higher
demand. I think that there are high expectations not just from the teachers but from the
students themselves. I believe everyone is
capable of excelling, but it’s true that the IB
course is a bit like an undergraduate course, so
it does require a lot of you. However, I think

the reward is really high once you persevere.
What is the most interesting part of working at Clinton thus far and what do you find
yourself looking forward to as a teacher?
What strikes me about Clinton is the students.
The students seem to be on board with the
mission of IB. The juniors have not yet done
IB, so it’s something that’s really new and
potentially scary. So far they’re all killing it,
which is surprising to me because it’s not easy.
Everyone seems cool with it and for the most
part confident, even if they don’t express it.
And I’m excited about it, which means the
students must be excited as well to complete it.
How do you feel about science in the
grander scheme of society?
Great question. I think science has a lot of
promise; it’s helped us as a society eradicate diseases that killed human beings for
thousands of years. An infectious disease
used to be a death sentence and now for the
most part they can [be treated] with an antibiotic, but the comfort is starting to crumble
because we do have a rise in polio in very
poor and war-stricken societies. So on the
one hand, I think that science gives us a lot
of hope in humanity to rescue us from natural threats, but at the same time I think scientists, and scientists in institutions, haven’t
been outside the oppressive and unequal

stuff regarding totalitarianism. I think it’s
been very much part of, unfortunately, the
inequalities that we grapple with today. I
have a lot of love for scientists; I work with
them, and they’ve mentored me, so I consider myself a scientist. However, I think
there is a lot of room for improvement, just
like all our other institutions in society that
need to be drastically improved.
What do you hope your students take away
from IB Biology?
I think it’s mainly two things. One is the way
of thinking scientifically. I think that science
is a way of knowing that gives us tools to
evaluate claims and to support our claims
using evidence and reason. Without those
tools we could be led astray, and defending
yourself against that is something we might
be threatened with outside of science, so it’s
important to think like a scientific person.
The second thing I want folks to get out of
this class is what I was saying before. Science
has a lot of promise; science has this ugly side
that gives people more of a reason to understand it. Whether you become a scientist or
become something else, you have a kind of an
informed way of thinking about science, and
therefore the issues that come up when we as
a society have to decide on what’s ethical and
what’s not.

New Year, New Schedule
BY: RALPH MAKOMBO
With the start of the new school
year has come recent changes to the scheduling system. Upper grades students will
notice that they no longer have early release dates on Wednesdays, as well as an
earlier start time at 8:50 and earlier release
at 3:28. In addition, grade levels and even
classes within grades will have different
lunch and advisory periods on different
days, slowly integrating the long-awaited
request of individual schedules per student.
When asked about how they felt
about the change in schedule, members
of each grade felt relatively satisfied with
how they can now go about their days.
Twelfth-grader Bernardo Malatesta shared,
“It’s weird how my class is the only sec-

tion that has lunch on a earlier schedule on
E days. I don’t really have a problem with
our schedule but I want to know why.”
When asked why schedules were
different for classes, Ms. Schaffzin shared,
“Well we know that’s what students want-

in stone since we are a new high school,
and next year, who knows, there might be
some new changes.”
When asked why there is now an
earlier start time and longer Wednesdays,
Mr. Levin responded, “Well, we used early

“As a school, we wanted to make it so
students could have time to interact
with different groups.”
ed, and [section 12C] is not the only class
with different lunch periods. As a school,
we wanted to make it so students could
have time to interact with different groups
and also because this was the best way to
fit in a full high school. Nothing is ever set

releases on Wednesdays for the teachers to
meet up and discuss plans for this year, and
also discuss how we can prepare for the IB.
As you can see, we are now a fully-functional IB school and early releases did not
really fit into the schedule. An earlier start

time is because we know how much work
students have and they needed more time,
not to mention teachers also have to make
their ways home.”
The current upper grades schedule operates from period 2 to 9 (period 1
starting at 8:00 for middle grades students).
Students have two full periods per week
for advisory. Seniors may use this time to
study, work on their Internal Assessments,
and meet with teachers.
When asked about the future of
the schedule, Ms. Schaffzin was excited
to mention, “With this new schedule system, we should be able to make it so maybe
twice a month we can have school-wide
assemblies, like on A days because [upper
grades] shares the same advisory and lunch
period.”
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Meet The Next Clinton Post Editors in Chief!
INTERVIEWS BY: MAYA RADER
Gracey Brouillard and Colette Bernheim are the current deputy editors in chief, poised to take over when Havah Bernstein and I, as
current seniors, step down from the role. They will be training with us, taking on some responsibilities this semester, and will take over
completely in January. Take a look and get to know the future leaders of the Post!

Gracey
Can you talk a
little about your
history with the
Post?
I was really interested in Clinton because of the newspaper. My middle
school had a newspaper but it wasn’t
all that professional; it was mostly just researching horoscopes. I
wanted the more
journalistic side of
writing, so I started
in ninth grade and I’ve been with the
Post for two years.
Why do you want to be editor in chief?
I’ve always been a writer, both creative
and journalistic, but I feel like with being
editor in chief, I get to explore the other
side of writing, with editing and helping
people find their voice.
What part of your role are you most
excited about?
I think just creating new traditions in the
Post because, even though it has been
happening for a while, we’re still a new
high school, so getting the younger generation of classmen interested will be
fun.
What role does student journalism
play in a school?
It definitely connects people at a deeper
level, because even though we’re a really
small school, I feel like people don’t really connect as much. It’s very separated.
As far as the different grades?
Yeah, and just socially, I feel like we
don’t know each other that well. No
one really takes the extra effort to get
to know people outside of their comfort
zones. So I feel like student journalism
is really important for that aspect, connecting people. And also, to provide a
different point of view from the teachers, because we’re used to getting all

Colette
these emails of the
teacher’s perspective on school, different rules that we
should be aware
of. But student
journalists get to
explore what you
think your own
rules should be for
being a student,
what that means.

Cat or dog person?
I used to have a cat,
so I really like that
experience, but I also currently have a
dog, so there’s a lot of contrast there.
Hard to pick a side.
Yeah, it’s hard to pick. I think I like to say
that I’m a dog person, but inside I identify
as a cat more.
What are your hobbies?
I used to do track and field a lot. Now it’s
mostly just writing. I did an NYU dramatic writing program for a while. Now
I just sort of do it for fun without any
classes. What else? Yeah that’s basically
it. I read.
What’s your favorite book or movie?
Recently, I’ve been really into reading
the classics like Wuthering Heights and
Jane Eyre; all those 19th-century writers. But Harry Potter has a close place
in my heart. I started reading them in
seventh grade, and every time I read
them, I find something new. And it always connects to where I am currently,
so I love it.
What else do you want the Clinton
community to know about you?
I feel like a lot of people know me as
a very taciturn, shy, not very outspoken person. But I think that they should
know that just because I’m quiet,
doesn’t mean I’m not thoughtful. And
I might not be brave, but I am in my
writing.

Can you talk a little
bit about your history with the Post?
I started working at
the Post in November of ninth grade
because I wanted
to write about music and I felt like it
was a good platform
for me to express
myself, but I was
always interested in
writing so I felt like
it was another good
thing for me. So ever
since then, I’ve just
been writing about music. More recently,
I’ve tried to broaden the spectrum of topics
I write about so I recently did a news profile, which is something I’ve never really
done before, but I’m interested in continuing that as well as my music reviews.
Why do you want to be editor in chief?
I wanted to be editor in chief because a big
part of who I am is helping people, and I
think that a lot of being editor in chief is
guiding people through their work and seeing what they’re struggling with. I think you
get to know a lot about a person through
the way that they write, even if the thing
they’re writing about isn’t really personal. I
feel like being the editor in chief can really
help further that.
What about your new role are you most
excited for?
There’s a lot. I guess I’m most excited really
about just getting to know the other writers, because I feel that being another writer
didn’t really give me the chance to get to
know the people on the Post, to get to know
the writers and what they’re about. And now
that I have this higher position I feel like I
will be able to get to know those people.
What role do you believe student journalism plays in a school?
In a more literal level, I feel that student
journalism plays a role in just informing
the people what’s going on in the school,
outside of the school, for people who don’t

necessarily read the
news or know what’s
going on in the current events of our
school.
What are your hobbies?
Well, outside of
writing, photography is definitely a
big part of my life.
I like to tell the stories of other people
through my work,
and I feel like a big
part of it is actually
similar to writing -- getting to know the subject through your photographs. So that’s a
very important thing. I write about music,
so I guess music is an important part of my
life. I love to listen to it, I like discovering
it, I like to talk about it. I love going to the
movies; I like watching them and discussing
them. I really just like anything that evokes
discussion and that I can talk to people
about. If it’s something that can’t be talked
about I don’t know if it’s worth it in my life.
Favorite book or movie?
I have an answer for both. My favorite movie
is called Portrait of Jennie. It came out in the
1940s. It was an avante garde movie, and it’s
my favorite I think because it made me realize why I love movies and the arts, and it
just broadened the spectrum of movies that
I watched. And then for books, I read a lot -another thing about me. But I think the book
that really made me want to read more was
this book called In the Cafe of Lost Youth by
Patrick Modiano. It just was so simply written but the ideas he was expressing were really complex, and I always felt like if I could
write like that, that would be the dream.
Anything else you want the Clinton community to know about you?
I’m very approachable. I think a lot of people don’t realize that about me but I’m easy
to talk to. I think the other things would be
just interests and things I like to do, but as
a person, I’d like people to know that they
can talk to me.

BY: ADAM SHEMESH
Vending machines are a staple of
any high school, and last year, the hopes
of having Clinton’s very own vending machine became a reality.
Vice President Karen Tineo was
one of the initial student council members
to propose vending machines. Tineo described the process that began about a year
ago.
First, a meeting had to be set up
to discuss the logistics of the vending machine. For a long time, people did not know
where to put the machines. Eventually, they
decided on putting machines in the basement and in the cafeteria.
At the beginning of this school
year, the vending machines were offi-

cially opened for use. There are four total vending machines in school. Of the
two in both the basement and cafeteria,
one is for drinks and one for snacks. It
was very important to Karen to have
“actual” snacks in the machine, as she
said. The vending machines have everything from popcorn to Pop-Tarts -not just healthy food.
Then, a vendor had to be found
to supply snacks for the machine. This
posed a challenge; Tineo told me that
there was an issue with the vendor refusing to ship product. After a while,
this issue was ironed out. The vendor
gets paid a certain percentage of the
sales made by our school from the
vending machines. The prices range
from $1.00-1.50.

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

New Vending Machines at Clinton
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Eleventh Graders’ Thoughts on the Year

Maya Rader // Clinton Post staff

NEW YEAR | A class of 11th graders preparing to shoot footage outside the classroom for IB Film.

BY: MICHAEL LIU
This year brings along an exciting IB program, a new thrilling experience
for many students, parents, and staff. The
staff has aided students by explaining the
program in further detail and assisting students where they might have confusion.
The International Baccalaureate is a non-profit organization that
encourages students to ask questions,
think independently, and take control of
their own learning. It provides students
a chance to explore their own interests,
granting more freedom in things they are

passionate about and preparing them for
the real world.
Although there are countless resources to which a student can refer to
learn more about the program and what
is expected, there are still many concerns
and worries. Liam Lynch, currently a junior at Clinton, says he is looking forward to the opportunities of the IB program, and the possibilities that it may
allow in the future. “We have a lot more
options for different things like projects,” he said. “I just think it seems a lot
more relaxed and student-orientated than
the AP program.”

Molly Olden, 11th grade, said
that teachers are open to their students,
are extremely supportive about the IB,
and she thinks
she can create
a lasting relationship with
them. She noticed that classes are harder
in the IB, but
she thinks she
will get accustomed to the changes. Yet still, she is
concerned about what the future holds.

“I am worried about meeting deadlines
because it is usually hard and stressful
for me.” Molly is looking forward to all

Teachers are open to their students,
extremely supportive about the IB,
and she thinks she can create a lasting relationship with them.
the classes, and hopes to receive the full
diploma.

Omigod You Guys! It’s Time For 2019 UG Musical
BY: NINA SCHATELL
“It’s funny, lighthearted, and
overall a really great show. This musical
will impact this school of talented people for years to come,” said ninth-grader
Thalia Markowski.
Clinton’s third musical and
fourth annual upper grades production
is Legally Blonde. It will be directed by
Ashley Puckett Gonzales, who also directed last year’s musical, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. This
musical is about a stereotypical blonde
woman, Elle Woods. She gets broken up
with by her boyfriend Warner because
she’s not “serious.” She follows her ex
to Harvard where she learns that she’s
more than just a pretty face.
Auditions for the musical are on
the 10th and 11th of October, right after
school in Ms. Moe’s room on the fifth
floor. Though audition material was given out during the club fair, new audition
scenes and songs were sent out on September 17 to all upper grades students
via their Clinton email. Some songs and
scenes have been changed, so students
should make sure they are preparing
the pieces from the email. Auditionees
may also choose to bring in a song of
their choosing, but are required to bring

Carlos Chiossone // Clinton parent

LEGALLY BLONDE | Last year’s musical, The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee
their own sheet music. Auditionees can
also choose to do a one minute comedic
monologue.
There are many challenges to
putting on a musical, especially one with
a large quantity of singing and dancing.
One of the biggest obstacles is “getting

on top of your material asap… that way,
when it comes to rehearsals, the cast can
work on improving their performance
instead of constantly worrying about
getting the lines right,” said Clinton’s
Rent production castmember Grace Milner, 12th grade. Looking over lines and

songs is advisable since students should
be familiar with the number they’ll be
working on that day.
Since this is a large production, it requires commitment on everyone’s part. It is advised not to audition
if one isn’t sure they can commit to the
rehearsal and tech schedule. Auditionees
should come into this audition with an
open mind. Though some may want a
specific role, they’ll find different reasons to appreciate whatever role they’re
assigned. Legally Blonde is one of those
musicals that has a job for everyone.
Some may not get the lead, but everyone
has a major part in the production; every
role counts.
Rehearsal is every Wednesday
and Thursday after school. If some still
want to be a part of this show, but aren’t
free those days, join tech! People in tech
make sure all the technical aspects of the
show are ready for opening night. This
includes set design, lighting and sound
board operators, costume and prop people, front of house people. Fundraisers
also play a role in getting a musical off
its feet. Tech for the musical is tentatively set for February 4, 5, and 6 from
3:30 to 7:00 p.m. The performances are
February 7, 8 and 9 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Gymnatorium.
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Meatless Monday Matters
New Year, New
Changes at Clinton
ROSE MCCOY

is a twelfth-grade writer and leader of
SETA animal rights club.

PAOLA SUAREZ

girls. Because the 12th grade ratio of boys to
girls is approximately 70:30, the girls locker
room is more cramped. This leads to a lot
This is the first year that Clinton is of uncomfortableness and more time taken
officially reached full capacity, with seven from class for female students to change.
grades in total of middle and high school PE is more chaotic now that it accompanies
students. Being a full class means Clinton about 70 students in one gym.
But one change that seems to be
must adapt, from new teachers to vending
machines to new schedules. One change liked by almost everyone at Clinton are
the vending maspecifically
is
chines.
They
that 12th grade
are a lot more
now shares one
accessible
to
big gym class.
those who may
It seems a bit
not have time to
more hectic this
go outside and
year, as there are
get something
more people in
to snack on or
the hallway and
drink. It seems
staircase and the
as though every
same
courses
year, something
occupy different
changes within
rooms dependthe school; the
ing on the day.
first
graduatThe first graduing class has
ating class of
brought in many
Clinton is used
new traditions
to an emptier
to the school.
school, and now
It makes me
feels like we are
wonder if such
officially a norMaya Rader // Clinton Post staff
traditions will
mal high school
NEW YEAR | 12A and 12C in P.E. class.
continue
even
with four grades.
when we are gone.
For the
most part, 12th graders seem to be both ex- The hallways seem smaller because of how
cited and stressed over their last year of high many students there are, and some changes
school, but many aren’t liking the constant feel impossible to adjust to. Nevertheless, it
change in classrooms and how crowded is finally starting to like a full regular high
a once-small PE class is. Specifically, the school.
is a twelfth-grade writer.

Simple choices often have big implications. Dietary choices don’t fall short
in this area. There is not only one major
benefit of Meatless Mondays, but at least
four. Those thinking of eliminating meat
one day a week or who have already taken
this step and are urging their friends, family, and others to alter their own diets know
the vital importance of Meatless Mondays.
Becoming vegetarian or vegan can
seem daunting to someone who is not yet
one. It can seem entirely overwhelming.
That’s only because change almost always
seems overwhelming. But it doesn’t have
to be. Provided you know what you’re doing, vegetarianism and veganism are actually very easy for any culture in any place
and not just the bubble of New York City
(although living here certainly adds to the
ease). Of course, it may be a bit of a challenge to start if you don’t know where to
look or what to eat. But there’s one of the
upshots of Meatless Mondays! If you’re
considering that kind of change in your diet
but feel a bit intimidated because it seems
like a big change, implementing Meatless
Mondays is a good way to ease yourself into
finding new options, great replacements
to some of your favorite foods (trust me,
they’re out there), and realizing which of
your favorite meals are actually already veg
or vegan without you ever thinking of them
that way. I’m willing to bet almost anyone
reading this eats at least a few veg or vegan
meals a week without noticing. It’s a chance
to gain a little exposure to veg food and realize how easy it actually is.
The next three are all relatively

similar but impact three points that many
people care about: ethics, the environment,
and health. According to Compassion Over
Killing (whose writing cites universities,
health campaigns, and respected news outlets), by going meatless on Monday one person can “Save up to 133 gallons of water
and 24 square feet of land (that’s per meatless meal!), reduce your carbon footprint
by over 8 lbs per day, as much as not driving for two days, save one-half a gallon of
gasoline per day, as eating a vegetarian meal
saves an extra 200 gallons of fossil fuel each
year, reduce your saturated fat intake by 15
percent (that’s per meatless meal!). Reduce
your risk of breast, colon, prostate, kidney,
and pancreatic cancer. Decrease your risk of
heart disease by up to 19 percent... Save 28
land animals and 175 aquatic animals per
year.”
The figures are impressive and
continue to amaze when you look at what
would happen if every person cut meat
out once per week. “1.4 billion fewer animals would suffer the horrors of factory
farming every single year. We could save
the same amount of CO2 as if we were to
take more than half a million cars off the
roads.” The benefits for people’s health,
the environment, and the animals raised
for food are beyond incredible and should
under no circumstances be dismissed as
not enough. Nor should the actions required to cause these changes be seen as
too much.
Meatless Monday itself directly
leads to unbelievable benefits and with the
knowledge of what just one day per week
can do, think about the benefits it can lead
to as it educates people about the ease of
vegetarianism and veganism. It’s something for everyone to consider.

The Role School Plays in Friendships
people must communicate IRL, there is
a slight social shock. Suddenly there are
tens of people to talk to all in one place.
Yet, although it is initially awkward,
school is the common thread that holds
students together. Conversation will easily gravitate towards school because every student can relate.
The first day of school is a frenzy
of new experiences and old pressures.
There are new teachers, new classes, new
classmates, all topped with the excitement
of obtaining new information. Yet, there
are also old social and academic pressures

Colette Bernheim // Clinton Post staff
FRIENDSHIP | When school is in session, frienships have a greater potential to flourish because students are in the same place on a regular basis.

GRACEY BROUILLARD
is an eleventh-grade deputy editor.
When I was younger, friends
were an extension of school. I was as
close with my friends in school as I was
with them after school. Friendship was
not halted by outside pressure; it was
simply allowed to be pure. However, the
older I got, the more clearly I could hear
the pounding of social pressures exacerbated by social media and technology.
There were now doubts in my head about
my ability to forge a friendship that was
right and perfect. I knew others had begun
to feel such pressures when idle conversation became limited, only existing in the

school building with no time or motivation for after-school meetings.
Summer seemed to be the perfect
time to catch up with people due to the
slightly lower levels of homework and
social pressures that exist in the school
building. Yet, summer provides its own
obstacles. Since no one has to abide by the
school schedule, most travel or work. The
days go by much too quickly to really stop
and catch up with friends from school.
In addition, in the age of technology, face-to-face encounters with people
are becoming scarcer. “Friends” can now
be defined as anyone who follows your
social media posts. Conversations are
now held in pictures, not verbal words.

After a summer of being alone with a
sea of followers, transitioning back to a
school with a strict phone ban can be discombobulating. Social media imbeds the
mindset that to keep “friends” interested
you need to constantly show the best side
of yourself. This creates an added social
pressure in school when students think
they need to constantly shine in front of
people who have the possibility of becoming a true friend. They forget that to be a
true friend, one needs to know the other’s
flaws in order to help support them. The
social side of school can actually balance
out the academic pressure if the social
side is no longer a pressure itself.
When school starts again, and

“To be a true friend,
one needs to
know the other’s
flaws in order to help
support them.”
that come with these new experiences.
Even in October, more than a
month after the start of school, friendships are evolving. People are constantly
changing based on their day-to-day experiences. Being in a class with the same
people means that the smallest change
can be noticed even by distant acquaintances. Such relationships must have to
change as well. Just as one must adapt
to the routine of summer vacation, one
must readapt to the routine of school. For
school is not only composed of academic
learning, but learning from the people
who surround you.
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The Switch to JumpRope
BY: THE EDITORIAL STAFF
In keeping with their tradition of rolling out major changes with the start of every school
year, Clinton has unveiled the new grade book, JumpRope. This platform replaced Jupiter
Grades.

Context
As a new school, every year brings new
major changes. Administrators have to make decisions about courses, schedules, and, most recently,
grading systems. It’s understandable that Clinton
must implement new changes with each year as it
expands. However, the ways in which Clinton has
implemented changes -- which are often unpopular
and impractical -- have been fundamentally wrong
since the high school’s start.
The pattern began when the Class of 2019
was in ninth grade. The schedule was organized so
upper grades students took academic classes four
days per week, then had a full day of arts, health,
and P.E. classes on Friday. The pattern continued
in tenth grade when Clinton still failed to offer a
foreign language class despite including a “Spanish
Culture” class, and in eleventh grade with a useless
20-minute advisory period four days per week and a
mandatory midterm exam for each class.
With each of these changes, there should have been
far more student, parent, and teacher involvement in
the decision-making process. Without support from
the Clinton community, each change lasted only one
year.
This is Clinton’s problem -- they go too
far without checking that everyone’s on board. It’s
easy to support new policies from behind the closed
doors of a conference room. Yet in practice, a daily
advisory period quickly turned into a waste of time,
where students and teachers simply waited for the
day to be over. A standardized Clinton schedule
for exams to take place over Regents week became
filled with ungraded, half-hearted diagnostics when
teachers weren’t given enough advanced notice.
And with the Friday arts/health/P.E. schedule, students stopped caring about the non-academic classes that occurred on Friday.
JumpRope is a perfect example of how Clinton rolls out these major changes without checking in
with the rest of the Clinton community. Both the actual
format of JumpRope and the way in which the system
was unveiled are fundamentally flawed, and Clinton
should return to Jupiter.

Problems With Content

Problems With Implementation

The first problem with the JumpRope system is
the switch from a percentage scale to an IB 7-point scale for
all graded assignments. Administrators argue that it’s just
a change in numbers, and each 7-point grade corresponds
to a percentage; a conversion chart was emailed to Clinton
parents. But in reality, the switch between scales is a huge,
problematic shift in the way teachers grade.
When the new 7-point scale was announced,
teachers explained that students should be “aiming for a
5” and that 7s are nearly impossible to achieve. As per the
Clinton-issued conversion chart, a 5 translates to an 85 percent. Teachers would never assure their whole class that they
should aim for an 85 percent. Clinton celebrates the honor
and high honor roll, so why are they encouraging students to
strive for something lower?
Some may argue that this new scale encourages a
shift away from grades and towards learning unencumbered
by a number. This is the philosophy behind the switch: standards-based grading shows students’ strengths and weaknesses more descriptively, instead of showing simply a percentage.
However, JumpRope will never be able to keep
students from worrying about numbers. Even if Clinton
didn’t grade students at all, the rest of the world still does.
Colleges look at GPAs, and many lower grades students
will enter graded high schools. Even if Clinton doesn’t use
percentage grades, these institutions will judge applicants
based on grades regardless. As a result, students will still
stress about their grades just as much with this new system.
But now there’s added stress from the confusion of this new,
unfamiliar scale. And because it has become so difficult to
achieve a 7, many students’ grades have suffered from the
more frequent 80s, 85s, and 93s.
One other problem with JumpRope is the decaying
average. With this new system, grades are weighted more
heavily as the year progresses. This means grades inputted
earlier in the year are worth less than grades inputted near
the end of the semester. While this weighting may work
with classes like English, Spanish, or art, where students
continue to accumulate and use new knowledge as the
year progresses, it doesn’t fit with classes like math, biology, and history. In these courses, students go through
different units and study different things throughout the semester. If one student excels at solving polynomials while
another shines at graphing functions, why is one student’s
grade skewed higher than the other simply because of when
these units are taught?
Lastly, the format of JumpRope itself is far more
confusing than Jupiter. When one opens Jupiter’s course
list and clicks on a class, they see each assignment with its
grade and weight in chronological order. When one goes to
JumpRope’s course list, they click on a course and find a
complicated list of different grading outcomes, such as the
12th-grade math outcome, “Problem-Solving and Applying
Mathematics in Real-World.” Assignments are listed under
the various outcomes, and some assignments are listed more
than once because they fall under multiple outcomes.
It may be confusing to read about, but it’s even
more confusing to navigate. Since the dawn of Clinton, students have been given rubrics for all major assignments with
standards listed, and teachers have given feedback with the
rubric. This is an effective use of standards-based grading.
But by trying to infuse the grade book itself with all of
these different umbrella descriptors, Clinton massively
overcomplicates what should be a simple list of assignments and corresponding grades.
Aside from the confusion regarding grade listings,
in leaving Jupiter, Clinton has forgone useful tools such as
Jupiter’s communication platform. Now, it’s more difficult
for teachers, parents, and students to message each other because, on Jupiter, every staff member could be contacted.

Aside from the problems with the JumpRope
system itself, the way in which Clinton went about
deciding on and unveiling this change was irresponsible.
A team of teachers was responsible for deciding to change the grade book and finding an alternative
to Jupiter. We were surprised to learn that the School
Leadership Team, which includes students, parents,
teachers, and administrators, was not involved in
the decision-making at all. There was minimal student, parent, or teacher input.
After JumpRope was unveiled, we surveyed
40 randomly-sampled upper grades students (see
graphics to the left). Twenty-four either strongly or
mildly opposed the switch to JumpRope, eight were
neutral, and only five mildly or strongly supported the
switch. In another similar survey of 15 teachers (again,
see graphics), 10 out of the 15 strongly or mildly opposed the switch, while only one strongly or mildly
supported it. How could the Clinton administration
push through with JumpRope when so much of the
Clinton community is against it? Clinton needs to think
more democratically when making decisions that impact the entire school.
Granted, Clinton is still in the midst of the
switch and students and teachers haven’t yet grown
accustomed to the new platform. This could partially
account for the low approval ratings. However, this
is a problem in and of itself. A month into the school
year, students, teachers, and parents should fully know
and understand the grade book that Clinton is using.
Yet, minimal instruction has been given on how to
navigate the platform. Many parents were only first
introduced to the new platform at Curriculum Night on
September 26.
Aside from this poor communication, the
way that Clinton rolled out a school-wide switch, all
at once, was problematic. Current seniors are in the
midst of figuring out Naviance, Turnitin, ManageBac, the Common Application, the various requirements of the IB, and are just trying to graduate high
school. Why pile this on as well? When asked about
the logistics of switching only part of the school to the
new system and potentially excluding current seniors,
a Clinton administration official stated that it would be,
“Awkward but possible.” At the very least, this possibility must be taken.

Conclusion
Maybe in a few years, Clinton administrators
will realize the faults of JumpRope and switch back; it
would certainly follow the precedent the school has set
for itself regarding reversing other ill-advised changes (see “Context” box). But a few years is not soon
enough. There’s still time to reverse the switch to JumpRope -- it would waste more time to continue with a
system fraught with problems than admit a mistake and
switch back.
One of the foundational principles of the IB
is reflection. We challenge the Clinton administration
to adhere to this principle and reflect on changes made
and reversed in the past few years. What is the common link between these short-lived changes, and how
can they be avoided in the future?
Part of the answer lies in another aspect of
the IB: collaboration. Clinton administrators should
act on this principle as well and engage in democratic
decision-making processes with students, parents, and
teachers to ensure they are doing what works for everyone. It is only through these efforts that Clinton can
truly exemplify the IB.
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Senior Year
First Graduating
Should Be Savored Class’s Departure
ALEX ROSADO

RALPH MAKOMBO

is a twelfth-grade writer and GSA club leader.

is a twelfth-grade writer and upper grades student body president.

Already this year, many students are tired of being at Clinton. Seniors are already coming to school tired and with negative attitudes. This is perfectly reasonable
because your senior year of high school will probably be marked by college applications
and IB exams. To top it off, it’s also your most disillusioned year of high school. You’ve
probably already learned high school isn’t the way John Hughes movies make it seem.
However, whether the typical Clinton senior’s
discontentment with high school is the product
of thirteen long years of educational experience,
or simply because of the Clinton culture of staying up late and doing work at the last minute, I’d
like to make the case that senior year is the best
year of high school. This gives all of us, including lower-classmen, a reason to come to school
happy and excited, because we’re all either going to be or already are seniors.
Many at Clinton will doubt me when
I say senior year is the best year. Granted, I’m
not going to make the claim that senior year is
going to be the time of your life. How could I
possibly make such a bold claim? To be honest,
it’s a known fact that high school will probably
be some of the most mediocre years of your life.
But that’s okay. That doesn’t mean those years
will be bad. In fact, just look at all the room for
improvement it leaves you for the rest of your life!
Though senior year will probably not be a total riot, I firmly believe it is the best
of all four years of high school. For one thing, you’ve harnessed
the knowledge of all prior years of high school. This means
you know better than ever how to finesse the school system.
You know best about all those little details that will make you
successful both in and out of school. You know how to take
notes better and which seats to take in class. You also know
when and how to do your homework better. For example, does
listening to music helps you concentrate or not? You know the
answer to that question. If the teacher gives you optional homework, you know better whether you need to do it or whether
you can enjoy your evening and still ace the test.
This doesn’t just go for school work! This also goes for your social life. You know better than ever what kind of people you prefer
to spend time with. You may have more friends than ever before, and if not, you may have
more good friends than ever before. You know how to make and keep friends that will watch
your back. You know the minimum amount of time you need to spend with friends to keep
from losing your mind in the stress of school.
On top of all this, you’re almost done! Just think about it. Even if senior
year isn’t exactly fun for you, it only exists for a finite period of time. Once it’s done,
it’s over. You won’t have to worry about it anymore. Don’t get along with your parents? You’ll move out! Find the I.B. stressful and tedious? Get ready to study what
you want in college! Find high school boring? You’re going on to bigger and better
things, baby.
So don’t stress too hard about being a high school senior, or about having a
few more years of high school left. Try to make the best of it! You’ll be out before
you know it.

At long last, Clinton will say goodbye to the first graduating Class of 2019. A milestone for this new high school, seniors are now beginning to reflect on their last year, finally
being true “elders” in school, and cope with saying goodbye.
Personally, as a student at Clinton for nearly seven years, I can’t think of a time when
my growth and development hasn’t been affected by my experiences at Clinton. Not only I am
glad to be closing the page on this chapter of my life, but I’m also honored to have grown up
in such a close-knit community.
I decided to ask other seniors how they feel about their Clinton and IB careers coming to a close.
Jordyn Katz stated she was, “Worried about the future and scared to leave my
friends.”
Zoe Friedman also felt worried, sharing, “As excited as I am for college, it really
sucks that I’m going to have to say goodbye to so many of my friends. I feel like Clinton
is different than other high schools and I’m okay with
that because it’s like a little family, and that’s going to
be very hard to say goodbye to.” I recognize and relate
to these feelings because unlike other high schools,
Clinton’s community remains so closely-connected and
united that it can be hard to say goodbye to a group that
has become a form of family.
In contrast, Luna Rodriguez felt, “After taking
college classes this summer I feel very much prepared
to deal with it and get out of here. Don’t get me wrong,
I will miss members of this community and I’m excited about the roles I have gotten to have here, but I feel
ready to move on and pursue the fields I am personally
interested in.”
We’ve grown significantly since starting high
school, as learners and more importantly as people. Adulthood, unfortunately, is right around
the corner. I can’t help but appreciate how Clinton has prepared us for such a responsibility by
tasking us with helping to build a fully-functional high school from the ground up. There have
been times when we felt lost and confused with the administrative changes that occurred each
year, but now our grade remains stronger and more knowledgeable because of it.
When sharing her feelings on the IB and how she felt moving on, Scout Landry
stated, “The IB can be difficult but the rewards are definitely worth it. It’s going to be hard
these next few months and I’m kind of nervous, but I can’t wait for it to be over because I really cannot wait for college.” I couldn’t agree more.
Since ninth grade, we’ve been learning and preparing for the IB, and it is so gratifying and empowering that we are now in the midst of finishing such rigorous courses and are
preparing to tackle adulthood.
College counselor Ms. Tracy Schaffzin shared, “I’m so happy and sad at the same
time. I feel like I’ve seen you all grow and I’m just glad you all grew into such mature individuals that helped build up a school and a completely different curriculum compared to other
schools. It’s no easy task to do!” When asked what at Clinton may change after the Class of
2019 graduates, she continued, “I don’t really know. We learn as we go and we have some plans,
but we have to see what fits and what doesn’t yet. We have to deal with getting you guys out first
and we are glad that you guys have stuck through with all the changes that have gone on.”
Graduating high school is never an easy transition. It’s hard to say goodbye to the
life you had while also accepting a whole new load of responsibilities as you are thrust into
adulthood. Being the first graduating class warranted its own load of responsibilities, as we
grew up along with the school and helped it to develop. As we move into the next chapter, it’s
important to remember this pivotal time in our lives.

I can’t help but
appreciate how
Clinton has
prepared us by
tasking us with
helping to build
a fully-functional
high school from
the ground up.

A Gap Year May Be Right For You
HAVAH BERNSTEIN
is a twelfth-grade editor.
From the time that students are little
there is this motivation in the back of their
head to decorate their resume into something
that might get them higher grades and more
prestigious extracurriculars. In doing this,
students are hoping these will get them into
a good middle school, then high school, internships, scholarships, jobs, and of course:
college. What if there was a way to spend an
entire year just exploring your interests?
Gap years are a year of break taken
between two years of school, often between
secondary school and higher education.
Students can take this year to travel, explore interesting internships, make money,
or try out new things in general. Gap years
are intended to deepen students’ awareness
for their passions and develop practical and
professional skills. Most colleges respect
students’ wishes to take a gap year and al-

low students to defer enrollment.
For some students, the excitement
to enter college is a strong enough motivation to move directly into higher education.
We have been preparing for college for a
good portion of our lives, so why delay the
start of this new chapter?
For others, however, a gap year
might just be the best way to spend the year
following high school graduation.
Especially in the highly demanding IB curriculum, it’s easy to get burnt out.
The stress of junior year is followed by the
last summer to fill with internships for your
resume, and students are offered an incredibly warm welcome of IB exams and college applications when they return for the
first semester of senior year. I love the concept of learning new things and succeeding
in school towards a greater goal, but at some
point it’s easy to feel worn down.
When I first heard about a gap
year, a woman I worked with told me about

the phenomenal things she discovered after
taking a year to assist a research project in
Madagascar. Her previous understanding of
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. school days, which
would turn into college and then into 9:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. work days, evolved into
a new understanding of what she genuinely
cared about beyond traditional definitions of
success.
It’s important to take a step back
and ponder what makes you feel fulfilled
after being trained to only feel such a way
after a paycheck or high grade. But in reality, a lot of us simply don’t have the time
to do that. Even if we have a week with
light homework or a few holiday breaks, we
aren’t given a proper amount of time to explore for the sake of exploring without the
pressure of looking impressive.
The Gap Year Association remarks that taking a year to explore offers
students “experiences that college cannot
give them,” such as emotional and personal

development independent of an organized
path.
Don’t worry if you haven’t yet
made up your mind about gap years. College counselor Mr. David-Lang strongly
noted that students should not feel obligated
to make decisions about taking it until the
spring. Students should first apply and be admitted into college, and from there they can
defer their offer with a plan for their year off.
The concept of a gap year is compelling because it provides the chance to
spend time without worrying about anything but discovering and exploring yourself. Even if a year off doesn’t sound appealing to you, that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t
be taking time for yourself to develop a
better understanding of your goals beyond
what your teachers or parents may have instructed. If you want to pursue a gap year
then start thinking about it now, and in your
second semester of your senior year discuss
it with your counselor and establish a plan.
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Dear Dewie
Dear Dewie,
My best friend and I have been
spending a lot of time together. Like,
every possible opportunity. Is that
kind of weird? Do we spend too much
time together? Or is it okay for us to
love each other?
-Best Friend

Dear Best Friend,
It’s okay to spend a lot of time
with someone you love! Don’t
feel bad about it. However,
if this starts to affect your
grades and other relationships, maybe consider having
a conversation about that
with your friend. It’s all about
balance, but it’s a beautiful
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thing to have such a strong
bond.
-Dewie
Dear Dewie,
My mom wants me to go to an
in-state college, but I want to go to
school in California. How can I make
her listen to me? It’s hurting our
relationship.
-Child

she still hasn’t tried to see
your side, I would consider
making a family appointment
with your guidance counselor. It might help to have
a third party present who
wants what’s best for you.
-Dewie

Dear child,
I’m sorry your mom hasn’t
been listening to you, but
have you tried listening to
her reasons why she wants
you to stay in-state? If you
have tried to see her side and

My Interview With the Vampires
BY: JULIETTE GROSSMAN
SMISEK
A couple of weeks ago I got the chance to sit
down for a chat with actors Ian Somerhalder and Paul Wesley, best known for playing
Damon and Stefan Salvatore on the CW’S
The Vampire Diaries. They’re both incredibly talented actors and they had a lot to
share about their involvement in activism,
youth empowerment, upcoming projects,
memes, and more! Paul works with voter
registration organization We The Vote, as
well as animal rights organization Mercy
For Animals. Meanwhile, Ian is the founder
of the Ian Somerhalder Foundation which
works to educate youth, while helping to
positively impact animals and the environment. And don’t worry -- in person, these
two heartthrobs are all fun and no fangs.
Has the platform you built through acting on The Vampire Diaries helped enable you to be better activists?
PW: To me, it’s crazy I have all of these
fans. The show ended two years ago, so I
never imagined people would still really
know me, but I still get recognized everywhere I go on the street. And that’s because
a whole new generation of young people just
like you are rediscovering our show now on
Netflix. It’s cool. But, no, it’s definitely given me the platform to basically spread any
message I want to spread through millions
of people, particularly young people. I try
to be as responsible with that as I can. I’m
lucky to have that power.
IS: As the founder of my organization, the
Ian Somerhalder foundation, being able
to be present on social media and interact with supporters has been key in helping us to reach many of our goals. I have
something like 13 million followers on
Instagram, which is insane, but that’s been
invaluable in reaching as wide an audience
as possible. And we’ve been able to do
great work.
I’m a high schooler who’s a co-founder of
a student-led organization for gun control. Do you have any advice for students
who’ve been involved in any one aspect
of activism on transitioning towards environmental activism?
IS: Great question. I don’t think what you
need is to necessarily transition from one to
the other. As young people, the most important issues you need to face right now are
your safety: involving guns and the envi-

ronment that you’ll be living in. I think if
you find a way to marry both of those issues
together, and figure out a way that you can
focus on both, that’d be great. We’ve left,
unfortunately, quite a mess for you to clean
up. I think that’s going to be the main responsibility of your generation when you
grow up.
PW: This gun thing is justIS: It’s insane. The fact that American students can’t feel safe in their own schools,
where they should be the safest. I mean, the
educational system in our country is just ridiculous in general. Kids have to go in debt
just to go to college. I’m a man who’s done
very well for myself, but even now, I’m
thinking unless my baby gets straight A’s or
a scholarship, I’m going to have to pay for
her to go through college.
PW: Yeah. Listen, as a kid from a family
of immigrants, my parents both immigrated
from Poland. I mean, my last name was
Wasilewski. It was hard at times growing up
in New Jersey, and having to assimilate into
American culture. I liked it, but it was tough
at the time. And because of that, I do feel
strongly about a lot of the change that, hopefully, your generation will put into action for
everyone. Students are awesome.
IS: I grew up in the deep, deep south of
Louisiana, near New Orleans. That’s an entirely different world.
Do you have anything to share about
your new projects? (Tell Me A Story and
V-Wars.)
PW: If I tell you, I’d have to kill you.
IS: He’s super excited about it.
PW: I am, actually. It comes out on Halloween.
IS: Wait, as in like a month? Wow.
PW: Yeah, I know, right? I play like, a
junkie. He’s a mess. The guy’s a mess. He’s
a small-time sort of criminal. And he gets
himself into a situation that’s not great. He
commits a horrible act, and the whole series
for my character is about his downward spiral and guilt.
IS: But isn’t it a bunch of different stories?
PW: Yeah, Ian, it’s an anthology. So this
season is about fairy tales. It puts fairy tales
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in modern day and removes all the supernatural. So for example, the three little pigs
are three bank robbers who wear pig masks.
And Little Red Riding Hood is a 17-yearold girl who sneaks out of her parents’ house
to go to a club, and meets a strange man
who’s actually the “wolf.” And it’s all set in
modern-day New York City. Like a bunch
of modern cautionary tales. It’s based on an
Argentinian TV series, actually. And I’m
also going to be directing an episode of the
upcoming series Legacies, and an episode
of the new Roswell reboot so I’m excited for
that.
IS: Super cool, man. My new show is
going to be season 14 of The Vampire
Diaries. Nah, I’m just kidding. My new
show is based on a series of books called
V-Wars, believe it or not. I was in a vampire franchise for eight years and now I’m
finding myself back in another one. But
it’s actually very, very different. It uses
modern times and a lot of social structure that we have now. It’s about a disease that’s due to glacial ice melting and
climate change...a pathogen was exposed
that wreaks havoc.
PW: So there’s like a disease under the ice
or something, and it melts and you get vampires?
IS: Yeah. It exposes something not-so great
for humanity. It’s very cool. I play a scientist, not a vampire. He’s a dad. I’m the
guy with the knowledge on this disease,
and it’s my journey trying to, you know,
deal with a lot of stuff that we’re actually
dealing with now in the real world. Race,
borders, disease, politics, it’s all there. It’ll
be very cool.

What are your favorite memes?
IS: Memes?
Do you know what those are?
IS: Yeah, of course I knowPW: Do you know what those are, dad?
IS: I could be her dad, she’s in high school.
PW: Oh, I know.
IS: Hmm, memes. I do need to get my sh*t
together. Cat Norris is a good one.
PW: You know, I’m gonna Google memes.
IS: There’s this one meme a nine-year-old
kid showed me on-set once.
PW: I don’t know any memes. I Googled
Stefan Salvatore memes. There’s a bunch of
photos that are, like, my head photoshopped
onto strange shirtless men.
IS: I’ve seen those before.
PW: Oh, here’s one. It’s like a Google
search: “Who is Ian Somerhalder. Did you
mean to say Paul Wesley?”
IS. Did you meme to say Paul Wesley? I’m
sorry, we don’t have sh*t for memes. But
we still adore you.
Make sure to check out these two friendly
bloodsuckers in their new shows. Paul Wesley’s Tell Me A Story comes out on CBS All
Access on October 31st, and Ian Somerhalder’s V-Wars will be out on Netflix in early
2019!
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The September Struggle
BY: ALEX ROSADO

How’s it going?

It’s the second day of school.

Terrible. I didn’t get any sleep, I’m behind on all of my work,
and I wish I weren’t here.

I KNOW!
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